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Accurate Time needs Good Security?

Good Security needs Accurate Time?
Security has not been a high priority of the time synchronization community in the past...

- What has changed...
  - Increasing interconnection and decentralization
  - Increasing evidence of the impact of inadequate security
  - Interdependency between security and time
  - Legal and Compliance requirements
Attacks are occurring...

**Attackers use NTP reflection in huge DDoS attack**

The attack peaked at over 400Gbps, according to CloudFlare, the company whose infrastructure was targeted.

By Lucian Constantin  
Romania Correspondent, IDG News Service  |  FEB 11, 2014 12:25 PM PT

Attacks abused insecure Network Time Protocol servers to launch what appears to be one of the largest DDoS (distributed denial-of-service) attacks ever reported, this time against the infrastructure of CloudFlare, a company that operates a global content delivery network.

The attack was revealed Monday on Twitter by Matthew Prince, CloudFlare’s CEO, who said that it’s “the start of ugly things to come” because “someone’s got a big, new cannon.”

MORE LIKE THIS

NTP reflection: Mirror, mirror, on the wall, who's the DDoS'lest of them all?

Attackers abuse exposed LDAP servers to amplify DDoS attacks

Update: Spamhaus hit by biggest-ever DDoS attacks
Vulnerabilities are being discovered...

### Recent Vulnerabilities

**February 2018 ntp-4.2.8p11 NTP Security Vulnerability Announcement**

The NTP Project at Network Time Foundation is releasing ntp-4.2.8p11.

This release addresses five security issues in `ntpd`:

- **LOW/MEDIUM**: [Sec 3012 / CVE-2016-1549 / VU#961909](#): Sybil vulnerability: ephemeral association attack
  - While fixed in ntp-4.2.8p7, there are significant additional protections for this issue in 4.2.8p11.
  - Reported by Matt Van Gundy of Cisco.

- **INFO/MEDIUM**: [Sec 3412 / CVE-2018-7182 / VU#961909](#): `ctl_getitem()` buffer read overrun leads to undefined behavior and information leak
  - Reported by Yihan Lian of Qihoo 360.

- **LOW**: [Sec 3415 / CVE-2018-7170 / VU#961909](#): Multiple authenticated ephemeral associations
  - Reported on the questions@ list.

- **LOW**: [Sec 3453 / CVE-2018-7184 / VU#961909](#): Interleaved symmetric mode cannot recover from bad state
  - Reported by Miroslav Lichvar of Red Hat.

- **LOW/MEDIUM**: [Sec 3454 / CVE-2018-7185 / VU#961909](#): Unauthenticated packet can reset authenticated interleaved association
  - Reported by Miroslav Lichvar of Red Hat.

One security issue in `ntpq`:

- **MEDIUM**: [Sec 3414 / CVE-2018-7183 / VU#961909](#): `ntpq.decodearr()` can write beyond its buffer limit

and provides over 33 bug fixes and 32 other improvements.

ENotification of these issues were delivered to our Institutional members on a rolling basis as they were reported and as progress was made.
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Abstract—The Network Time Protocol (NTP) synchronizes time across computer systems over the Internet. Unfortunately, NTP is highly vulnerable to “time shifting attacks”, in which the attacker’s goal is to shift forward/backward the local time at an NTP client. NTP’s security vulnerabilities have severe implications for time-sensitive applications and for security mechanisms, including TLS certificates, DNS and DNSSEC, RPKI, Kerberos, BitCoin, and beyond. While technically NTP supports cryptographic authentication, it is very rarely used in practice and, worse yet, timeshifting attacks on NTP are possible even if all NTP communications are encrypted and authenticated.

And yet...

We have not had an updated specification for time synchronization security in 8+ years.
It is (past) time to secure time...
Multiple sources of problems...

• Flaws in configuration and implementation of existing protocols

• Weaknesses in the protocol itself (protocol tweaks/clarifications)

• Lack of adequate security mechanisms
Existing time security specifications...

- **Network Time Protocol (NTP)**
  - Pre-shared key scheme for server authentication in the core specification (scaling issues) (RFC 5905 – 2010)
  - Autokey – Authentication of time servers using PKI (known flaws) (RFC 5906 – 2010)

- **IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP)**
  - Annex K – Group source authentication, message integrity, and replay attack protection (defined as Experimental, flaws identified) (IEEE 1588-2008)
Security Requirements of Time Protocols in Packet Switched Networks

Abstract

As time and frequency distribution protocols are becoming increasingly common and widely deployed, concern about their exposure to various security threats is increasing. This document defines a set of security requirements for time protocols, focusing on the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) and the Network Time Protocol (NTP). This document also discusses the security impacts of time protocol practices, the performance implications of external security practices on time protocols, and the dependencies between other security services and time synchronization.
NTP and the IETF
IETF approach to the problem...

- Flaws in configuration and implementation of existing protocols
  - NTP Best Current Practice

- Weaknesses in the protocol itself (protocol tweaks/clarifications)
  - Updated MAC for NTP, NTP client data minimization, etc.

- Lack of adequate security mechanisms
  - Network Time Security (NTS)
NTP Best Practices

- There are a number of best practices that when applied to systems can improve their security posture.
- Proposed BCP: draft-ietf-ntp-bcp
- Submitted for publication

Abstract

NTP Version 4 (NTPv4) has been widely used since its publication as RFC 5905 [RFC5905]. This documentation is a collection of Best Practices from across the NTP community. This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.
Updated MAC for NTP

- Speaking of algorithm agility...
  - Replaces MD5 with AES-CMAC
  - Submitted for Publication

Internet Engineering Task Force
Internet-Draft
Intended status: Standards Track
Expires: September 6, 2018

Message Authentication Code for the Network Time Protocol
draft-ietf-ntp-mac-04

A. Malhotra
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Abstract

RFC 5905 [RFC5905] states that Network Time Protocol (NTP) packets should be authenticated by appending a 128-bit key to the NTP data, and hashing the result with MD5 to obtain a 128-bit tag. This document deprecates MD5-based authentication, which is considered to be too weak, and recommends the use of AES-CMAC [RFC4493] as a replacement.

Status of This Memo

This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.
NTP Client Data Minimization

- Remove unnecessary client information
- Improved resilience against spoofing

This memo proposes backward-compatible updates to the Network Time Protocol to strip unnecessary identifying information from client requests and to improve resilience against blind spoofing of unauthenticated server responses.
The ongoing evolution of NTS

Network Time Security for the Network Time Protocol
draft-ietf-ntp-using-nts-for-ntp-11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>IESG evaluation record</th>
<th>IESG writeups</th>
<th>Email expansions</th>
<th>History</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Versions</th>
<th>00</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>02</th>
<th>03</th>
<th>04</th>
<th>05</th>
<th>06</th>
<th>07</th>
<th>08</th>
<th>09</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>draft-ietf-ntp-using-nts-for-ntp</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Last updated</th>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Intended RFC status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2018-05-30 (latest revision 2018-03-05)</td>
<td>IETF</td>
<td>(None)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formats</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>plain text</td>
<td>xml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>WG state</th>
<th>Document shepherd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WG Document (wg milestone: Feb 2016 - WGLC for Using the N...)</td>
<td>Karen O'Donoghue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IESG</th>
<th>IESG state</th>
<th>Consensus</th>
<th>Boilerplate</th>
<th>Telechat date</th>
<th>Responsible AD</th>
<th>Send notices to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I-D Exists</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karen O'Donoghue <a href="mailto:kordonoghue@bisc.org">kordonoghue@bisc.org</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Network Time Security (NTS) provides...

- NTS for NTP: draft-ietf-ntp-using-nts-for-ntp
  - Integrity for NTP packets (not confidentiality)
  - Unlinkability (once an NTS session has been established and if the client uses data minimization techniques)
  - Request-Response consistency (for avoiding replay attacks)
  - Authentication of servers
  - Authorization of clients (optionally)
  - Support for client-server mode only
    - Symmetric and broadcast modes have been deferred

- Caveat emptor!!! (This is not published (done) yet... )
TLS for NTP Security

- NTS Key Establishment protocol (NTS-KE)
  - TLS to establish key material and negotiate some additional protocol options

- NTS extensions for NTPv4
  - A collection of NTP extension fields for cryptographically securing NTPv4 using key material previously negotiated using NTS-KE.
  - Suitable for client/server mode
NTP Extension Fields to support NTS

• **NTS Unique-Identifier extension:**
  - A 32-octet random value which serves as nonce and protects the client against replay attacks.

• **NTS Cookie extension:**
  - Information that enables the server upon receipt to re-calculate keys. The server therefore does not have to keep per-client state. This EF is opaque to the client.

• **NTS Cookie Placeholder extension:**
  - Sent whenever the client wishes to receive a new cookie. The server has to send an NTS Cookie extension for each received NTS Cookie Placeholder extension. This EF enables NTS to fulfill the unlinkability requirement.

• **NTS Authenticator and Encrypted Extensions extension:**
  - Contains the ICV which is computed over the NTP header and any preceding EF. It is calculated by applying the Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data approach.
IEEE and PTP
IEEE 1588 Security Approach

• IEEE 1588 security will include a set of mechanisms and tools that can be used together or individually.

• Individual mechanisms will be optional.

• The specific mechanisms chosen will vary by application and environment.
  • Expect future profile development in this area
IEEE 1588 Security: Multi-pronged Approach

- PTP Integrated Security Mechanisms (Prong A)
- External Transport Security Mechanisms (Prong B)
- Architecture Guidance (Prong C)
- Monitoring and Management Guidance (Prong D)
PTP Integrated Security Mechanism (Prong A)

PTP Packet

- TLV definition and processing rules (normative but optional)
- Information on example key management schemes (informative)
  - Future specification of specific key management schemes in IETF
PTP Integrated Security Mechanism (Prong A): PTP Security TLV

TLV Type

Security Parameter Pointer

Key Identifier or Current Key Disclosure Interval, depending on verification scheme

Sequence number (optional)

ICV based on algorithm OID

tlvType  lengthField  SPP  secParam Indicator  keyID  disclosedKey (optional)  sequenceNo (optional)  RES  ICV

TLV Length Information

Security Parameter Indicator

Disclosed key from previous interval (optional)

Reserved (optional)
PTP Packet Processing

- Begin PTP message Processing
- Authentication TLV present
  - Yes: Process TLV
    - Known SPI?
      - Yes: Compute ICV
        - ICVs Match?
          - Yes: Update SequenceID Information in SAD
          - No: Drop PTP message
        - ICVs Match?
          - No: Send Audit Alert
  - No: Send Audit Alert

- No: Drop PTP message
- Continue PTP message Processing
PTP Security Process

- **PTP message received from Port**
  - **Authentication TLV present**
    - **Known SPP?**
      - Yes
        - **Pass security checks associated with the delayed security scheme?**
          - Yes
            - **A Previous Key disclosed?**
              - Yes
                - **Policy Mode**
                  - **Policy Mode**
                    - authenticated
                      - **Optional logging, do nothing**
                    - unauthenticated
                      - **Wait for key disclosure**
                - unauthenticated
                  - **Policy Mode**
                    - **Policy Mode**
                      - authenticated
                        - Continue PTP message Processing
                      - unauthenticated
                        - **Send Audit Alert**
      - No
        - **Policy Mode**
          - authenticated
            - **Optional logging, do nothing**
          - unauthenticated
            - **Send Audit Alert**
    - No
      - **Policy Mode**
        - authenticated
          - **Optional logging, do nothing**
        - unauthenticated
          - **Send Audit Alert**
- No
  - **Send Audit Alert**
- **Process TLV**
  - **Known SPP?**
    - Yes
      - **Pass security checks associated with the delayed security scheme?**
        - Yes
          - **A Previous Key disclosed?**
            - Yes
              - **Policy Mode**
                - **Policy Mode**
                  - authenticated
                    - **Optional logging, do nothing**
                  - unauthenticated
                    - **Send Audit Alert**
            - unauthenticated
              - **Send Audit Alert**
        - No
          - **Policy Mode**
            - authenticated
              - **Optional logging, do nothing**
            - unauthenticated
              - **Send Audit Alert**
    - No
      - **Send Audit Alert**
- **Compute ICV over stored PTP message from the time interval associated with the disclosed key.**
  - For each packet
    - **ICVs Match current packet?**
      - Yes
        - **Policy Mode**
          - **Policy Mode**
            - authenticated
              - **Optional logging, do nothing**
            - unauthenticated
              - **Send Audit Alert**
      - No
        - Send Audit Alert
- **Drop PTP message**
- **Application specific rollback actions**
Key Management (therein lies the rub...)

- Static key distribution by some form of out of band mechanism
  - Good for getting started but not a long term solution

- Instant key sharing (GDOI)

- Delayed key sharing (TESLA)
Instant key sharing using GDOI

Key Distribution Center (KDC)
- pre-configured PTP Instance access list
- generates data stream related (group) keys
- May be co-located with a PTP Instance

PTP Instance A
PTP Instance B

SUBSCRIBE – A authenticates and applies for membership in specific group

PUBLISH – After successful authentication of A, the KDC sends the specific group parameters for the SA to A

PTP Data Exchange secured using Key with Key-ID for calculating the ICV in the securityTLV

SUBSCRIBE – B authenticates and applies for membership in specific group

PUBLISH – After successful authentication of B, the KDC sends the specific group parameters for the SA to B
Delayed key sharing using TESLA

Timeline (Days)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Start Value</th>
<th>X{0}</th>
<th>X{1}</th>
<th>X{2}</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>X{361}</th>
<th>X{362}</th>
<th>X{363}</th>
<th>X{364}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>363</td>
<td>Day 363</td>
<td>X{0}</td>
<td>X{1}</td>
<td>X{2}</td>
<td>Day 362</td>
<td>Day 361</td>
<td>Day 2</td>
<td>Day 1</td>
<td>Hash-Chain-Anchor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X{0} is the Secret Start Value
X(1) = Hash(X(0))  X(2) = Hash(X(1))  ...  X(364) = Hash(X(363))
X(364) is the Hash-Chain-Anchor signed by the Master Clock

PTP Instance

- Verify signature of X(364), Store X(364) for later verifications disclosed keys
- Store packet
- Verifies if X(363) = h(X(364))
  - If yes: Store X(363)
  - Verify stored packets
- Store packet
- Verifies if X(362) = h(X(363))
  - If yes: Store X(362)
  - Verify stored packets

Master PTP

- Distribute X(364)
- PTP Message (X(363) used for ICV)
- ... Release X(363)
- PTP Message (X(362) used for ICV)
- ... Release X(362)
External Transport Security Mechanisms (Prong B)

• **MACSec**
  - Based on IEEE 802.1AE Media Access Control (MAC) Security
  - Integrity protection between two IEEE 802 ports
  - Key management is manual or based on MACsec Key Agreement (MKA) specified in IEEE 802.1X-2010.

• **IPSec**
  - Base architecture defined in IETF RFC 4301
  - Node authentication and key exchange defined in RFC 7296
  - Integrity checking and encryption of data defined in RFC 4303
Architecture Guidance (Prong C)

• Redundancy
  • Redundant timing systems
  • Redundant PTP grandmasters
  • Redundant paths

Monitoring and Management Guidance (Prong D)

• Definition of parameters in IEEE 1588 data sets that can be monitored to detect security problems
• A recommendation to not use unsecure management protocols including IEEE 1588 native management

... and Best Practices!
Next Steps
Final remarks

• The time is now...

• Implementers, testers, and researchers welcome!

• Done is better than perfect!

• Contact me if you are interested in helping:
  • Karen O’Donoghue,odonoghue@isoc.org
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... it really does take a village...
Questions?

Thank you.
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